MEMBERS PRESENT: Chief Wade, Capt. Riley, Cpl. Barrett, Officer Waggoner, Jeremiah Igou, Exec. Coordinator Rachel Dale, Kevin Reed, Kavi Shrestha

Excused: Ken Kato, Chris Meade, Ben Brodka, Ian Winbrock, Deb Donning, Yvonne Braun

SUMMARY:

Policy drafts were shared with the members for review prior to the meeting. Approximately 20 policies reviewed.

Unfortunately, the sound for video conferencing was not working and our online members could not attend

300. Use of Force

Cleaned up some language and gender pro nouns

Today Lexipol sent another suggested update for clarification – Captain Riley shared the new update with the group which led to a small discussion

Group agreed to accept the change

315, Vehicle Pursuits

Lexipol recommended update was not accepted by the command review group. UOPA liked most of the changes. In addition, some punctuation, grammar changes and gender pronouns removed, no case law or statutory changes. This is worthy of further discussion and may involve safety and risk management input

CSO trucks have amber lights; no red and blues

404. Briefing

Title change from Briefing Training to Briefing. Training has been added as a new section to include content moved from purpose and scope. Purpose and scope have been updated to better
reflect the contents of the updated policy – no statutory changes

428. Immigration Violation

U VISA AND T VISA DOCUMENTATION has been deleted in its entirety due to SB 962 sunsetting which required U visa data reporting.

U for crime, T for trafficking

447. Portable Audio Video Recording

Based on last workgroup review, it was decided to get input from ASUO

Kavi, ASUO Vice President, shared an update. For the most part the themes Kavi was getting was from the ASUO Senate were in favor of having interactions being recorded as not, shared some concerns and scenarios of the concern –

General Council is happier seeing the recordings –

Group will leave this policy as it

468. Medical Aid and Response

One term had been removed and content was updated to include additional descriptive information to better describe

510. Vehicle Towing

Completely revised policy. General Council provided follow up from our last meeting

Good discussion with the group, questions, answers and scenarios

600. Investigation and Prosecution

A law referenced in this policy was repealed on Jan. 2, 2023 –

The Interviews of Child Witnesses subsection of the Investigation and Prosecution Policy was deleted because the law the subsection it was based upon was repealed on Jan. 2, 2023.

808. Records Maintenance and Release

This policy has been updated because legislative action impacts its content

1019. Personnel Complaints
This policy has been updated because regulatory action impacts its content. The Commission on Statewide Law Enforcement Standards of Conduct and Discipline recently published new rules establishing uniform standards of conduct and discipline for law enforcement officers.

1019.10.3. PRESUMPTIVE DISCIPLINARY SANCTIONS has been added as a new subsection in POST-ADMINISTRATIVE INVESTIGATION PROCEDURES to address the imposition of presumptive sanctions and permissible variations in discipline.

Next Meeting Date: March 2023

Workgroup Members: